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OLI Systems has earned a reputation in capital intensive 
process industries for helping companies effectively model 
and treat mineral scaling in remote environments. As the 
only simulation provider with comprehensive water chemistry 
expertise cloud APIs for anywhere, anytime access to any 
application or user, OLI Systems enables customers to rapidly 
identify and predict chemical behavior and achieve immediate, 
actionable results. In this study, Creedence Energy Services, an 
oilfield services company in North Dakota, adopted OLI Cloud 
APIs to automate process design and operations analysis to 
accelerate well monitoring and reduce mineral scaling risk.
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Industry Trends

Business Challenge

Enhancing oil production with real-time analysis
Over the last decade, energy companies have faced almost unprecedented price volatility and are struggling to 
reduce the cost per barrel of oil, boost production, increase employee productivity, and improve collaboration across 
their operating environments. To overcome these challenges, upstream oil and gas (O&G) companies are expending 
valuable manpower and capital resources to better understand the chemical conditions of oilfields and predict the 
impact of varying chemical behaviors on their wells. Yet many companies lack the water chemistry expertise and 
flexible technologies that are critical to run up-to-date models and simulations that deliver real-time results. 

According to a survey at the 2022 ARC Industry Forum, 82% of companies are deploying innovative digital 
technologies to improve their operational performance analysis. Manual intervention is no longer adequate to run 
rigorous water chemistry analysis when time is critical. The best analytics tools are software-driven, enabling O&G 
companies to gain comprehensive insights into as well as ensure the functionality of their assets.

Reducing mineral scaling risk with water chemistry insights
Creedence Energy Services is an Oil & Gas chemical company servicing the Bakken and Permian Basin. Their 
mission is to deliver safe and effective chemical programs to the Oil &Gas industry while developing customized 
chemical solutions to help customers achieve maximum performance. This client operates in a high salinity area 
with water produced during oil production containing about 30% total dissolved solids, which, left untreated, would 
plug off and damage downhole lifts leading to increased rates of mechanical intervention. 

This increased rate of failure can double or triple the expected failure cost for operators, decreasing an oil wells 
net revenue. This client was challenged to perform regular complete water analyses with modeled scale risks on 
hundreds of production wells regularly. Due to limited workforce capacity and pressing time constraints the modeling 
regularly completed by an engineer came at an expensive opportunity cost. Creedence needed a sustainable 
approach to monitoring mineral scaling in oil wells to maintain production environments, without compromising the 
speed or accuracy of results. 
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Approach

Solution

With an extreme focus on being a data 
driven company, and to be proactive rather 
than reactive in the instance of serving our 
customers and protecting their assets, OLI 
Cloud APIs has pushed us as a company 
further in the direction of operational efficiency 
and preventative monitoring.

Technical Specialist  
Creedence Energy Services

Accelerating performance analysis in the field
Creedence planned to use breakthrough cloud API capabilities from OLI Systems to enhance their manual 
performance analyses. The goal was to completely transform the process of well monitoring to detect changes in 
predicted scale risk with models that could be created instantly, saving the company hundreds of man hours. Before 
committing to the new software interface, Creedence required OLI Systems to meet four key integration goals:

• Utilize data in its existing form to avoid added costs

• Deliver reproducible data against the current OLI Studio 11.0

• Require minimal to no human intervention

• Generate output acceptable to current data interpretation software

Meeting these requirements helped to create benchmarks for Creedence to create mineral scale prediction models 
instantly and share time-sensitive results with experts in the field, freeing up engineers to focus on operational tasks 
and delivering chemistry insights at a rate that was previously impossible. 

Automating mineral scale prediction in the cloud
With the implementation of OLI Cloud APIs Creedence customer is now able to access already completed scaling 
risks anywhere, anytime compared to the previous single user license that restricted all scale risk generation to a 
single facility and required they be completed as needed. According to one technical specialist, the final system flow 
has streamlined complete water analyses, converting output data into well scale models “magically.” 

The solution starts with the Creedence lab database which hosts 26 datapoints for every water analysis. The specified 
data is extracted and pushed to the OLI Cloud API, where oil well mineral scaling risks are generated instantly. 



Results

OLI Systems transforms oilfield well management 
Previously, it took a trained engineer at least 5 minutes to produce a single scale model, which at a current process 
load of 5,600 complete water analyses a year came out to 12 weeks of required modeling. The opportunity cost for 
an engineer was astronomical, particularly in a region with few local experts. 

Today, the company is running complete water analyses and sharing automated chemistry insights using the cloud. 
The new system has resulted in a complete removal of manual scale prediction models—an achievement which had 
never been done before. The ability to access the OLI Engine for well scale monitoring has removed geographic 
restrictions and created incredible efficiencies, delivering access to important insights using only a web browser.

According to one technical specialist, “Creedence has done runs to compare insights taken from the OLI Cloud 
API to insights from the original OLI Studio and from our engineers in the field. The results have matched up. This 
software is on point.”

OLI Cloud APIs have empowered Creedence to take on massive projects with production models that utilize large-
scale data and output hundreds of complete water analyses, a project previously deemed not possible due to the 
high requirement of man hours. These projects have helped them work with operators on identifying regions with 
varying scale risks, along with monitoring the way scale risk changes overtime as the production of older well assets 
begin to decline. Automating even small software components has saved the company thousands of dollars and, 
more importantly, revealed major opportunities for Creedence to free up engineering and technical resources to 
accelerate their results and empower more advanced projects in the future.

Creedence has done runs to compare insights taken 
from the OLI Cloud API to insights from the original 
OLI Studio and from our engineers in the field. The 
results have matched up. This software is on point. 

Technical Specialist  
Creedence Energy Services
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